4 } for deformed odd-odd nuclei. These rules state that the lower energy band of the two possible rotational bands formed from a given proton-neutron configuration will be the one which maximizes the parallel coupling of the intrinsic spins of the odd neutron and proton.
The recent theoretical studies cited have considered only the first order contributions of the neutron-proton interaction and in one case were con-
1)
fined to a delta-function potential. DePinho · and Picard have shown that in first order perturbation theory an effective interaction of the form
V(i.ti)=V(i~-~~) [1-a:+a:~·~]
can give good agreement with many of the known splittings provided a: . is positive and is determined for each case. With such a simplified force only the spin dependent term will contribute to the relative splitting in first order.
Then two questions arise. Can such a simple force or, for that matter, any neutron-proton central interaction which reproduces experimental spectra for spherical nuclei be used to compute all non-collective spectros- Especially interesting is the order of the two lowest bands {7/2(523), 7/2(633), K = 0-, 7-} which violates the Gallagher and Moszkowski coupling rules. These data make it possible to make stringent tests of the effective neutron-proton residual force through a shell model calculation using Nilsson 6 ) wavefunctions for the deformed rare-earth region.
A calculation is now in progress in which BCS-type superfluid solutions for odd neutron and odd proton systems are found and then the neutron-proton interaction is diagonalized with basis vectors which consist of these solutions. However, as a first approximation to this somewhat involved scheme,·the proton and neutron single-particle energies can be · . . · .
7)
165 B) chosen from exper1mental data on the adJacent odd mass nuclel Ho and Dy
Although some of the effects of the neutron-neutron and proton-proton interactions as well as the neutron-proton self-energy terms have been accounted for, a sharp Fermi surface has been assumed. An.important consequence is that certain matrix elements connecting "particle-excited"
states and "hole-excited" states vanish, while with a diffuse surface they are not zero but depend on the occupation probabilities of the states involved.
1\
Other consequences may at least in part be compensated by the choice of force parameters. There are also two other considerations which may affect the renormalization of the force parameters from those which reproduce experimen~ tal spectra for spherical nuclei near closed shells. Unlike the spherical shell model there is no natural energy cut-off.for the.single particle states of the Coriolis terms is determined by the inertial parameter (ll~~), and this was chosen to be 9 keV, the value for the ground state rotational band.
-Initially a neutron-proton residual interaction was chosen which is compat.;,: ·:.:
ible with singlet and triplet effective ranges and scatter i_ng lengths deduced from low energy nucleon-nucleon data. Such data fix the even components of the n-p residual force, and we restricted ourselves to small variations in the even force parameters. However, the odd force components are undetermined by lowest energy scattering, and we allowed ourselves a large degr'ee of fre·edom Moszkowski's rult. for the ground state configuration does not occur in first order but only after configuration interaction is 'taken into acco:mt.
To appreciate the extent of this configuration mixing, in Table 1 ..
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